
#

98

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6021 266 4.93 1.73 34 1/4 10 36.5 7.34 4.4 121 28

4-year pro, played in 46 games while starting 37 of them. In 2018, he played in 15 games, starting all 15 in his 4th

season in HC Bill Belichick’s defense. Has played his whole career with Brenden Daly as his DL coach. Versatile, with

experience playing DE in both NEs Even/Odd Fronts, and 3Tech in Nickel packages. Most natural from the 4i, 4, or

5Tech spots. Has Lead NE in Sacks, TFL, and QB Hits for 3 straight seasons. Solid height, weight, build and arm length.

Displays adequate AA, adequate forward balance, lateral agility, and COD, but good explosiveness. Displays good

burst to plug his gap with good play speed vs the run. Attacks with a powerful 1st step or a read step to properly

diagnose the play before engaging.  Very good against the run. Very good 2-Gap player, gets both hands on

opponents breastplate and sheds in either direction. Uses very good mental processing to read the ball and defend

proper gaps. Very good at setting the edge. Good UOH, he presses off of opponents and uses a strong swipe to

disengage. Prevents blockers from getting to the 2nd level vs Zone runs. Very good lower body and core strength

when engaged to drive blocks backwards. Uses very good competitive toughness to attack Double Teams and

physically take on Wham blocks or pulling Guards. Hi-Motor, very good downfield/backside pursuit with good

discipline for BCR responsibility. Tracks and chases runs across the LOS. Good pass rusher with solid upfield burst

and a powerful 1st and 2nd step. Very good UOH with a good one arm stab followed by a good physical swat to

disengage. Good Push & Pull technique utilized mainly inside at 3Tech. Very good converting to power, with very

good play strength and leverage on his Bull-Rush. Hi-Motor pass rusher, he fights through blocks with very good

competitive toughness and solid closing speed on the QB. Uses very good mental processing to read the QB’s drop

and get his hands up at the LOS against quick passes. Due to adequate AA, he needs to fight to regain outside

containment on outside Zone runs vs faster moving TEs. Adequate tackling in the open field with adequate COD in

space. Adequate play speed against the pass. Not always the first defender off the LOS. Lacks a strong 3rd step on

his upfield burst. Does not win around the edge even when lined up wide. Adequate cornering with adequate

balance. Over-extends while engaged at times allowing OL to use his body lean against him to affect his balance.

Adequate lateral agility limits ability to use his feet to set up pass rushing moves. Plays too tall at times, which limits

his ability to disengage consistently from OL with equal or better play strength. Relies solely on UOH and

power/strength to pressure QBs. Does not use his power vs RBs in pass protection, instead hesitates and tries to use

his feet to fool the RB. Overall a very good starting DE that teams can win because of. His strengths suggest he will

be most effective over the Tackles in an Odd Front. He is a very good 2-Gap player who shows very good play

strength and UOH to win against the Run and push the Pocket against the Pass. Has adequate AA, does not win

around the edge while pass rushing,  and lacks an efficient 3rd step to set up pass rushing moves.
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COLLEGE

SUMMARY

38

2018: at CHI 10/21, vs GB 11/14, at TEN 11/11, at NYJ 11/25, at PIT 1/3

YEAR – RD – TM

INJURIES

83%

TEAM

Hi-Motor, Play Strength, Key/Diagnose Run, Setting the Edge, UOH, Bull-Rush.

8-16-93 (25)

SCHEME FIT

Games Won

Tapes Viewed

37
Games Started

46
Games Played

BEST

(2016) 7 Sacks - Leads Team, 8 TFL - Leads Team, 14 QB Hits - Leads Team (2017) 2 FF - 2nd on 

Team, 6.5 Sacks - Leads Team, 25 QB Hits - Leads Team, 8TFL - Leads Team (2018) 3 FF - Leads 

Team, 7.5 Sacks - Leads Team, 20 QB Hits - Leads Team, 9 TFL - Leads Team 

Positions Started

4i, 4, or 5 Tech, in a 3-4 base defense. 

Winning %

KEY STATS

(2015) Shoulder injured Preseason Week 1, Inactive Weeks 1-6- Knee & Shoulder, IR in Week 

13- Knee & Shoulder  (2016) Questionable but Played Weeks 1-3- Shoulder, Questionable but 

Played Week 13- Shin (2017) Out Week 13- Ribs, Questionable but Played Weeks 14-15- Ribs 

(2018) Out Week 3- Concussion, Questionable but Played Week 4- Concussion 

DE

WORST

Very Good starting DE you can win because of. Versatile and can play DE in Even/Odd Fronts or 

slide to 3Tech. Due to his strengths it is suggested he play DE in an Odd front. Very good 2-Gap 

player, very good against the run, he defeats blockers with very good play strength, UOH, and 

plays with a hi-motor. Has adequate AA, will not win around the edge to pressure the QB, and 

over-extends at times affecting his balance. 

PROJECTION

AA, Outside Pass-Rush, 3rd Step.
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